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Seismological models of the Earth’s mantle and core are derived from three types of data: normal modes, surface waves and body waves. While normal modes are useful to determine large scale features of the Earth’s mantle and core and surface waves give detailed information of the upper 100km-300km of the mantle, body waves are used to determine the structure of the Earth in all areas of the mantle and core in relatively high detail. However, one disadvantage of the body wave inversions is that until now they have only been using the travel times of the seismic arrivals (such as P, pP, PcP, PKP, S, sS, etc.) and not the whole waveforms.

The goal of this project is to develop seismic modeling and inversion methods that invert for whole Earth structure using not only the travel times but also the amplitudes and whole waveforms of the body wave arrivals. For this ray tracing software will be developed that computes the amplitudes and waveforms. This will initially be done for elastic isotropic Earth models. In a second step this will be extended to also include anisotropic waves.
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